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Abstract

This paper presents a novel way to transfer model weights from one domain to another using residual learning framework instead of direct fine-tuning. It also argues for hybrid models that use learned (deep) features and statistical metric learning for multi-shot person re-identification when training sets are small. This is in contrast to popular end-to-end neural network based models or models that use hand-crafted features with adaptive matching models (neural nets or statistical metrics). Our experiments demonstrate that a hybrid model with residual transfer learning can yield significantly better re-identification performance than an end-to-end model when training set is small. On iLIDS-VID [42] and PRID [15] datasets, we achieve rank-1 recognition rates of 89.8% and 95%, respectively, which is a significant improvement over state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction

Person re-identification (re-ID) refers to the retrieval task where the goal is to search for a given person (query) in disjoint camera views (gallery). Performance of appearance based person re-ID methods depend on the similarity metric and the feature descriptor used to build a person’s appearance model from given image(s). Classical approaches [12, 9, 30, 55, 25, 32] use hand-crafted features with statistical metric learning [25, 44, 58, 34, 20, 35, 27, 38] to build re-ID models. The learned metric can be viewed as feature transformation that brings features of same person from different cameras closer under Euclidean distance. Recently, neural networks are used to combine appearance description and metric learning in end-to-end re-ID models. Conceptually, lower order layers in the network learn features which are often shared by different tasks. However, as we go deeper in the hierarchy, the layers focus on learning higher order task specific abstractions. In case of person re-ID, this higher order abstraction is equivalent of statistical metric learning. As these layers are closer to the objective function, they are more prone to overfitting a particular dataset than the lower order layers. Therefore, we have found that for small training sets, it is advantageous to use a hybrid approach, i.e. replace higher order abstraction layers (corresponding to a metric) with statistical metric learning, instead of learning an end-to-end deep re-ID model. This significantly reduces the number of model parameters. However, trivially dropping higher order layers from the network before training (or fine-tuning) does not break conceptual division of low and high level abstraction layers in a network as the roles of layers are re-configured to obtain the balance between low-level and high-level features to accomplish desired task. In fact, dropping a number of layers decreases representational capacity of the model. This paper describes a framework to define and learn hybrid models for multi-shot person re-ID from small training sets.

Whereas collection of large re-ID datasets for training remains infeasible for practical applications, the impact of advances in deep learning on video-based re-ID systems stays limited as shown by their inferior performance in comparison to classical approaches on a number of public benchmarks (see supplemental material with [17] for exhaustive comparison). It is important to point out that unlike other tasks, such as object classification, where collection of large amount of data is considered a necessary evil, re-ID models are often trained for specific scenarios and camera setups. Therefore, in practical surveillance networks changes in the camera network are imminent due to camera failures, re-configuration, etc. Therefore, learned models need to be update frequently. Requiring recurrent data collection in large quantity is a significant limitation.

To address limited availability of data for training, [57, 11] transfer models learned using Imagenet [8] to target re-ID datasets, whereas [47] proposes domain guided dropout. We also take advantage of transfer learning; however, instead of directly fine-tuning parameters for the target domain, we take advantage of residual learning framework [13] to adapt models for desired task. Specifically, we judiciously add bottleneck residual units proposed in [13] to the model being transferred and selectively optimize the network in 4 stages with small amount of training data. We call this Residual Transfer Learning (RTL). In comparison to direct parameter fine-tuning, additional residual
units provide flexibility and increase model capacity. For instance, the residual units can have different parameters and configuration than original layers, thus increasing or decreasing trainable parameters (see Section 3 for further discussion). We use the adapted network to extract features to perform person re-ID. Our results show that for small datasets iLIDS-VID and PRID, the hybrid model performs similarly as the end-to-end baseline but require less training data.

Another take away from this paper is the argument for use of hybrid re-ID models instead of end-to-end neural network models. For small datasets, this improves state-of-the-art from 79% to 89.8% in terms of rank-1 rate on iLIDS-VID and from 92.5% to 95.2% on PRID. This is also an improvement over baseline end-to-end models yielding 62.9% on iLIDS-VID and 88.1% on PRID. On much larger MARS dataset, the hybrid model performs similarly as the end-to-end baseline but require less training data.

2. Related Work

Based on number of images available to learn a signature, re-ID is categorized as either single-shot or multi-shot. Availability of only one image, makes single-shot re-ID extremely challenging to extract robust appearance information. A significant amount of literature is available that hand-crafts image features to extract appearance information [12, 9, 30, 55, 25, 32, 40, 3, 5, 26, 31, 2]. These methods have proven useful to varying degrees, however, overall their performance using a static similarity metric, such as Euclidean distance, has been generally quite low.

Consequently, over years the research has focused on improving similarity metrics by learning them using supervised techniques [25, 44, 58, 34, 20, 55, 27, 38, 7]. The goal of these methods is to learn a transformation of features so that distance between similar persons can be minimized while distance between different persons is maximized. Other ways to improve signature matching rely on learning discriminative dictionaries [18] or treating signature matching as sparse representation problem [52, 46]. However, the overall performance of matching is highly correlated with the quality of features used. More robust and discriminative signatures lead to higher performance.

Availability of multiple images per person provides an opportunity to build better signature models. Most approaches [9, 3, 23, 33, 45, 6, 54, 51, 19, 49, 60] treat images individually and use descriptor statistics (mean or max) or set based representation to build models, [43, 29] consider temporally adjacent images to form a spatio-temporal volume. However, how to best aggregate information over multiple images remains an open challenge as indicated by recent work [33, 45, 6, 19, 49, 60, 24, 50].

Given the success of neural networks in other fields of computer vision, recent work on person re-ID also involve using neural networks [47, 33, 45, 51, 49, 60, 56, 1, 36, 41, 28]. However, small sized training sets make bigger and powerful networks difficult to train. Since collecting large-scale re-ID datasets, such as MARS [57], will continue to remain infeasible for practical applications, strategies need to be developed to leverage success of deep learning on small re-ID datasets. Thus, unlike most earlier work on re-ID using neural networks, which focuses on large datasets, this paper focuses on dealing with challenges of adopting bigger neural networks for small training sets.

Similarly, Net2Net [4] focuses on growing a network’s capacity via re-parameterization of the same function and initialization using teacher network to consume additional data/insights. Both “student” and “teacher” networks are however trained on the “same task”. It also does not address the over-fitting issue faced in re-ID due to small train sets. Conversely, our emphasis is on better generalization with small train sets and network growth is only the means to the end. Thus, it addresses different problems at high level.

3. Residual Transfer Learning

One of the many reasons for the recent popularity of deep learning is the ease with which a model trained for a task/dataset can be used for another task/dataset. The most common strategy to transfer learning in neural networks is to initialize the network to be trained for the desired task with parameters that are learned for another task and then fine-tune the network parameters. Here, we present an alternative strategy for transfer learning using the concept of residual learning for ResNet by He et al. [13].

In ResNet, each layer of the network estimates the residual between the input and the output signals. We pose transfer learning as a residual learning problem because the objective is to minimize the residual between the output of a pre-trained network and the desired output. This can be achieved by adding residual units for a number of layers to an existing model that needs to be transferred from one task to another. Each residual unit estimates the difference between the output of the layer and the output desired for the new task. An existing network can thus be made to perform a different task by adding and optimizing residual units.

One advantage of using residual learning for model transfer is that it allows more flexibility in terms of modeling the difference between two tasks through a number of residual units and their composition. One can add only one residual layer near the end of the network or in the beginning. The former may be suitable when the tasks are similar and we expect earlier layers to generate low error that can be compensated by the lone residual layer. On the other hand, the errors accumulate as we go deep in the network. Thus mitigating errors early may obviate the need to have residual layers deeper in the network. We find it more appealing
Figure 1: Residual Transfer Learning in 4 stages. During each stage only the selected layers (shown in green) are trained. Residual Units are added to the network after first stage of RTL.

3.1. Training

One challenge with addition of residual units to the network is their initialization. Ideally, the residual units should approximate the identity function in the beginning. However, as we intend to make residual units simpler and have fewer parameters, it is non-trivial to initialize parameters to approximate the identity function. The problem can be avoided by choosing a low enough learning rate when residual units are the only addition to the network. However, generally when a network is transferred from one task to another, the head - a number of layers towards the end of the network, such as a classification layer - is replaced with task specific head. The number of layers in the head depend on the high level difference between the tasks as higher order layers are more specialized for a particular task. Thus, residual units are not the only source of error in the output of the network. Therefore, we noted that when residual units are added to the network with a different network head, training loss is significantly higher in the beginning which pushes the network far away from pre-trained solution by trying to over compensate through residual units. To avoid this, we propose to train the network in 4 stages, with fourth stage being optional (Fig. 1).

Stage 1: In the first stage, we replace original head of the network with a task specific head and initialize it randomly. At this stage, we do not add any residual units to the network and train only the parameters of the replaced head of the network. Thus only the head layers are considered to contribute to the loss. This allows the network to learn noisy high level representation for the desired task and decrease the network loss without affecting lower order layers.

Stage 2: In the second stage, we add residual units to the network and initialize them randomly. Then we freeze all other layers, including in network head, and optimize the parameters of added residual units. As we start with a reasonably low loss value, residual units are not forced to over compensate for the loss.

Stage 3: In the third stage, we train the network by learning parameters of both added residual units and network head. Thus allowing both the lower and higher order representations to adjust to the specific task.

Stage 4 (Optional): We noticed in our experiments on different datasets that the loss function generally gets low enough by the end of third stage. However, if needed, the whole network is trained to further improve performance.

4. RTL for Person Re-Identification

We use RTL to transfer a model trained on Imagenet [8] for object classification to perform person re-ID. We considered different popular network choices such as AlexNet [21], ResNet [13] and VGG [37]. We chose to use 16-layer VGG model due to its superior performance in comparison to AlexNet and overlooked ResNet for its extreme depth because our target datasets are small and do not warrant such a deep model for higher performance.
Figure 2: Final network architecture used for person re-ID. 10 new bottleneck layers are added to 16-layer VGG model. For each layer, the name of the box indicates the type of operation applied and its parameters, except for input and output, for which dimensions of data is shown. For convolutional layers, parameters are size of kernel × number of filters. For pooling layers, max-pool is used with kernel size of 2 × 2 @ stride of 2. Each bottleneck layer implement a residual unit with 3 convolutional layers and a shortcut. ReLU is applied to output of each layer, including bottleneck. Output of Bottleneck is sliced into 7 parts to learn 7 part models simultaneously without parameter sharing.

4.1. Task specific base model modifications

16-layer VGG model consists of 5 groups of convolutional layers (conv1-conv5) followed by two fully connected layers (fc6, fc7) and a classification layer. Output of each convolutional group is passed through a max-pool layer (pool1-pool5) before input to the next group. We transfer the model trained for 1000-way object classification on ImageNet with a receptive field of 224 × 224 pixels. Considering that object classification and person re-ID are significantly different tasks at high-level we remove fully connected layers fc6 and fc7 along with the output layer. This also allows us to change the receptive field of the network to a more suitable 128 × 64 (height × width) for person re-ID. Due to a smaller receptive field, we removed the first max-pool layer (pool1) after conv1 group. This produces 512 filter maps of 7 × 3 at the output of max-pool layer pool5.

4.2. Task specific head

Neural networks for person re-ID can be trained for Identity Discriminative Embedding (IDE) [57], as a Siamese Network [33], or using a Triple Loss [14]. In practice, IDE often performs well even though Triplet loss allows improved performance. We train our network for IDE due to its popularity in the person re-ID community, which allows for wider comparison with published results.

When training a network for IDE, the objective is to predict the identity of a person by learning a n-way classifier. At test time, appearance model of a person is built using features extracted by the embedding layer. We learn multiple embedding models for a person, one for each local region or part. We achieve this by splitting the output of pool5 layer in 7 ways, one for each horizontal stripe of the feature map. For each part feature map, we use two fully connected layers of size 128 (partx/fc6,partx/fc7), interleaved with dropout layers, before using n-way classification layer. We train all the part models simultaneously by summing the loss for each part. This way for each part a shared low-level feature representation (conv layers) and a part specific representation (fc layers) are learned. Even though local modeling of appearance is common in literature, local models are often learned independently. Simultaneous training of part models makes better use of limited amount of data by enforcing latent representation to be generic across parts.

4.3. Residual units and their placement

As we go deeper down the neural network hierarchy, the layers learn more abstract and task specific features. We expect lower convolutional groups, conv1 and conv2, to consist of generic feature detectors. Consequently, we chose to surround each layer in groups 3 through 5 with residual units. When a convolutional layer is followed by a max-pool layer, residual unit is placed after the max-pool layer instead of after the convolutional layer.

We define each residual unit similar to [13]. Specifically, each residual unit consists of 3 convolutional layers. First layer uses 1/4 times the number of filters of the input layer and 1 × 1 kernel with stride of 1. Second layer uses the same number of filters as the first layer but uses 3 × 3 kernel and stride of 1. Final layer again uses 1 × 1 kernel and stride of 1 but has the same number of filters as the input to the residual unit. We apply ReLU to the output of each layer in the residual unit. Finally, the output of the residual unit is added with the input and ReLU is applied. Our final network architecture is summarized in Fig. 2.
5. Appearance Model for Person Re-ID

Given the network trained using RTL, we extract features for each image of a person from layers partfc7, pool5 and sub-sampled pool4, to build corresponding appearance models $RTL_{fc7}$, $RTL_{pool5}$, and $RTL_{pool4}$. More precisely for $RTL_{pool4}$, we pass the output of pool4 through another max-pool layer with same parameters, giving us the same sized feature maps as pool5. Each model $RTL_f$, $f \in \{fc7, pool5, pool4\}$ consists of 8 sub-models: one for each of the 7 parts and another representing full body using their concatenation. For $f \in \{pool5, pool4\}$, the parts correspond to 7 horizontal stripes of respective feature maps.

Multiple images per person allow numerous ways to aggregate appearance information of a person. For example, [19] uses GMMs, [50] and [33] use RNNs, and [29] uses motion based spatio-temporal pooling. However, to emphasize on the quality of learned features and minimize impact of aggregation mechanism, we use average pooling of image features for iLIDS-VID and PRID, and max pooling for MARS. Difference in pooling between small and large datasets is based on the results of [57]. We normalize descriptors to have unit norm following the pooling operation.

To perform ranking, we compute similarity between appearance models of persons $p$ and $q$, by summing the similarity scores between all of their corresponding sub-models.

$$S(p,q) = \sum_{i=1:8} s_M(x^p_i, x^q_i)$$

where $x^p_i, x^q_i$ are the $i^{th}$ sub-models of $x \in \{RTL_{fc7}, RTL_{pool5}, RTL_{pool4}\}$ for persons $p$ and $q$, and $M$ is the metric. For experiments, we use two variants of similarity functions. A simple version uses:

$$s_M(x^p_i, x^q_i) = -d_M(x^p_i, x^q_i)$$

where $d_M$ is the distance under metric $M$. Another version uses gallery based exponential kernel proposed by [19] to normalize the similarity between each model in $(0,1)$ range using scores for the query set given a gallery item $p \in G$.

$$s_M(x^p_i, x^q_i) = \exp \left( -3 \frac{d_M(x^p_i, x^q_i) - \min_{q' \in Q} d_M(x^p_i, x^{q'}_i)}{\max_{q' \in Q} d_M(x^p_i, x^{q'}_i) - \min_{q' \in Q} d_M(x^p_i, x^{q'}_i)} \right)$$

where, $G$ and $Q$ are gallery and query sets. The constant 3 spreads the similarity scores between (0.05, 1) range.

6. Evaluation

As single camera pedestrian detection and tracking has become robust over recent years, we focused on evaluation on three popular multi-shot re-ID datasets: iLIDS-VID [42], PRID [15] and MARS [57]. iLIDS-VID contain 300 persons recorded from 2 cameras. Each person has only one track per camera. PRID has a total of 749 persons, however, only 200 of them have been recorded from two cameras with at most one track per camera. To be consistent with earlier work, we used only 178 persons appearing in both cameras with at least 21 frames. We follow common evaluation practice of [42, 38, 17, 57, 51] to use half of the persons from both cameras for training and half for test, and report results for 10 random trials. Both iLIDS-VID and PRID are considerably small for deep learning. Contrarily, MARS has more than 20K tracks of 1261 persons from 6 cameras. Following experimental setup of [57], we use 625 people for training and the remaining for test.

6.1. Hyper-parameters

We tuned hyper parameters, such as learning rate schedule and placement of residual units based on performance on iLIDS-VID. The parameters were then fixed for other datasets and experiments. We used stochastic gradient descent for training with momentum of 0.9 and batch size of $MK$, where $M = 64$ persons and $K = 2$ images per person were used based on GPU memory size. In each batch, we emphasized on finding images from different cameras for each person, unless the person appeared only in one camera. The order of persons was shuffled after each person was selected once. The learning rate for training stages 1 and 2 was set as 0.1. It is then lowered by an order of magnitude (0.01 and 0.001) for each subsequent stage.

The number of iterations per stage depended on whether we were training for large (MARS) or small dataset (iLIDS-VID or PRID). Let $N$ be the minimum number of batches needed to process an epoch (entire number of images in training set). Average number of training images per trial for PRID and iLIDS-VID are $\sim 25K$ and for MARS is $\sim 500K$. Thus given the batch size, we needed $N = 200$ iterations for PRID and iLIDS-VID, and $N = 4000$ iterations for MARS to process one epoch. Given $N$, we train the network for $\{10N, 10N, 20N, 20N\}$ iterations during first through fourth stage on small dataset and $\{N, N, 2N, 2N\}$ iterations correspondingly on large dataset. Finally, note that since we randomly sample data for each person, it is not guaranteed that all images would be used for training during an epoch, so in effect we train for as many images in the training set and not all the images during an epoch.

6.2. Effectiveness of hybrid modeling

Performing re-ID using appearance model $RTL_{fc7}$ with Euclidean distance corresponds to using an end-to-end re-ID model with integrated metric layers. The conceptual division of the network into feature and metric layers is subjective. We consider two conceptual divisions: First, we consider layers up to pool5 as feature layers and the rest as metric layers. Second, we divide the network at layer pool4. In each case, we replaced higher layers with XQDA [25]...
Performance at each stage of RTL

To study the improvement brought by each stage of RTL, we evaluated models at the completion of each stage. Table 2 shows rank-1 rates of different models textbf{without} using exponential kernel. Since, hidden layers are not trained during stage 1, performance of \( RTL_{pool4} \) and \( RTL_{pool5} \) for stage 1 is the baseline performance of these models. Note that, across feature models, the major improvement in performance comes during the second stage of training when added residual units are trained. Whereas on larger dataset, MARS, both stage 2 and stage 3 contribute significantly in improving performance. As expected, stage 4 does not further improve performance by much.

6.4. Effect of training set size

We trained multiple models by randomly selecting 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 persons from MARS and test them on entire test set of 636 persons. Average performance of models across 5 random trials is reported in Table 3. Results show that both \( H_5 \) and \( H_4 \) perform considerably better than \( B_7 \) and \( H_7 \) when only 100 persons are used for training and marginally better when 200 persons are used. On the other side, performance of \( H_5 \) is similar to \( B_7 \) and \( H_7 \) over larger train sets. A hybrid model provides reliable results in both situations, whereas an end-to-end model does not.

Note that XQDA is not effective with \( RTL_{fc7} \) irrespective of training set size. This is because low training error is achieved by over-fitting, making XQDA redundant. Higher layers suffer more from over-fitting than the lower layers. This is evident from higher rank-1 rate of \( H_4 \) over \( H_5 \) for small train sets. Also, for 100 person train set, both \( H_5 \) and \( H_7 \) are marginally poor than \( B_5 \) and \( B_7 \) respectively.

6.5. Comparison of features

Performance of multi-shot re-ID methods depends on image features, aggregation method and similarity metric. To compare different features, we aggregate features of a person using mean-pool operation over image set, hence isolating the effect of representation. In addition to popular hand-crafted features, we also compare other IDE features in conjunction with various network architectures. The other IDE models use traditional fine-tuning based model transfer from Imagenet to target set. Thus the difference in performance of IDE-VGG [17] and \( RTL_{fc7} \) can be attributed to the difference in model transfer technique. A summary of results is presented in Table 4 and Table 5.

Under Euclidean distance, RTL gives the best perfor-

### Table 1: Performance comparison of hybrid models with end-to-end and respective baselines with Euclidean distance using recognition rates in percent at ranks \( r \in \{1, 5, 10\} \) for different datasets. mAP in case of MARS is also reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>iLIDS-VID</th>
<th>PRID</th>
<th>MARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r=1 )</td>
<td>( r=5 )</td>
<td>( r=10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_7 \equiv RTL_{fc7} + Eucl )</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_7 \equiv RTL_{fc7} + XQDA )</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_3 \equiv RTL_{pool5} + Eucl )</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_3 \equiv RTL_{pool5} + XQDA )</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Performance of re-ID models after each stage of RTL as measured by rank-1 rate in percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>( B_7 )</th>
<th>( B_5 )</th>
<th>( B_4 )</th>
<th>( H_7 )</th>
<th>( H_5 )</th>
<th>( H_4 )</th>
<th>( B_7 )</th>
<th>( B_5 )</th>
<th>( B_4 )</th>
<th>( H_7 )</th>
<th>( H_5 )</th>
<th>( H_4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34 18 32 46 42 69</td>
<td>75 55 63 74 62 82</td>
<td>35 21 19 42 27 30</td>
<td>48 41 42 55 56 76</td>
<td>83 73 75 83 79 91</td>
<td>54 49 32 57 56 49</td>
<td>53 50 45 57 58 77</td>
<td>85 77 77 83 82 92</td>
<td>66 64 39 66 65 55</td>
<td>54 51 46 56 58 79</td>
<td>83 80 79 83 82 92</td>
<td>67 65 41 68 66 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary

The results show that hybrid models perform significantly better than their respective baselines using Euclidean distance and RTL in both stage 2 and stage 3 contribute to build appearance models. However, the performance of hybrid models regresses for small datasets as the number of metric layers decreases. The hybrid model performs better than the baseline model \( B_7 \) for both small datasets. The performance gap is enhanced on difficult iLIDS-VID which requires better generalization. The obvious explanation is that the number of parameters in XQDA are many orders smaller than the deep metric model represented by higher layers in the network. For scarce amount of data, XQDA is able to generalize better. It is interesting to note that \( H_5 \) performs similar to \( B_7 \) on both dataset sizes.
Table 3: Performance of learned model on MARS test set with respect to size of training set. For each re-ID model, average of rank-1 rates and mAP over 5 random trials are reported for training set size $T \in \{100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 625\}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model(\downarrow / T \rightarrow)</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>625</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>625</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_7$</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_5$</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_4$</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_7$</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_5$</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_4$</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance comparison of appearance descriptors using rank-1 recognition rate. For multiple images of a person, average of image-wise descriptors is used for all methods. Best results in each column are colored in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>iLIDS-VID</th>
<th>PRID2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HistLBP[48]</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDFV[30]</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gBiCov[31]</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC[55]</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOMO[25]</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHOS[26]</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOG[32]</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE-CaffeNet[57]</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE-VGG[17]</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE-ResNet[17]</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{fc7}$</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{pool5}$</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{pool4}$</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>78.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance comparison of appearance descriptors using rank-1 recognition rate. For multiple images of a person, average of image-wise descriptors is used for all methods. Best results in each column are colored in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>MARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HistLBP[48]</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gBiCov[31]</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOMO[25]</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE-CaffeNet[57]</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE-ResNet[59]</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{fc7}$</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{pool5}$</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RTL_{pool4}$</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6. Comparison with state-of-the-art

Table 6 and Table 7 give comparison of contemporary methods on iLIDS-VID and PRID, respectively. For this comparison, we report results of our method with and without application of exponential similarity kernel (Eq(3)). Our approach significantly improves state-of-the-art on both datasets. On more challenging iLIDS-VID, it outperforms previous best method of [19] by 10%, which uses hand crafted features and GMM based feature aggregation. Note that on both datasets, earlier neural network based methods do not compete favorably against hand crafted features. On iLIDS-VID, best neural network based ASTPN [49] achieves 62% rank-1 rate, whereas our method achieves 89.8% and 78.7%, with and without using exponential kernel, respectively. Similarly, on PRID, the best neural network based JST-RNN [60] achieves 79.4% rank-1 rate, in comparison to 95.2% and 92.1% achieved by our approach with and without using exponential kernel, respectively. One reason for inferior performance of most neural network based methods on these small sized datasets is the use of shallow networks such as in RCNN [33]. Contrarily, deeper models such as used in [57] fail to learn generalized embedding due to paucity of training data. Our method achieves higher performance due to the fact that we are able to better train a deeper network using less amount of data.
Finally, we compare our method with available results on MARS in Table 8. Due to large training set, best performing methods on MARS use neural networks. The best method, TriNet [14], fine-tunes parameters of ResNet-50 using triplet loss to learn embedding instead of using classification loss. The performance gap between our approach and TriNet can be attributed to using both deeper network and different loss function. It will be interesting to see performance of RTL in conjunction with triplet loss. With the exception of TriNet, most other methods give similar rank-1 rate; however, some yield better mAP. Note that JST-RNN [60] and other IDE models do not perform well on small datasets. Hence, our model has wider applicability.

7. Conclusion

When using identity loss and large amount of training data, RTL gives comparable performance to direct fine-tuning of network parameters. However, the performance difference between two transfer learning approaches is considerably in favor of RTL when training sets are small. The reason is that when using RTL only a few parameters are modified to compensate for the residual error of the network. Still, the higher order layers of the network are prone to over-fitting. Therefore, we propose using hybrid models where higher order domain specific layers are replaced with statistic metric learning. We demonstrate that the hybrid model performs significantly better on small datasets and gives comparable performance on large datasets. The ability of the model to generalize well from small amount of data is important for practical applications because frequent data collection in large amount for training is inconvenient.
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